Customer Case Study

Cisco IT Saves Operating Expenses While
Trebling Capacity with Cisco MDS 9700 Series
Director Refresh
Cisco® IT manages all Cisco business and technology data across data centers
located at global sites.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CISCO IT
● Captive data center services
● San Jose, California
● 40 fabrics with 25K Fibre Channel ports
BUSINESS CHALLENGE
● Large inventory of Cisco MDS 9500 products
with imminent end of life
● Capacity expansion at a fraction of the cost
● Scale up without exceeding real estate and
power budget
● Short refresh cycle without affecting business
continuity
NETWORK SOLUTION
● Technical refresh of all Cisco MDS 9500 to
MDS 9700 products
● Capacity expansion from 4 and 8Gb Fibre
Channel to 16 Gb Fibre Channel
● Storage switch consolidation of up to 3:1
● Four weeks of total refresh cycle
BUSINESS RESULTS
● SAN investment renewed for 10+ years
● Provision for server and storage scale out
● Power savings of up to 18 KW around
55 percent
● Space savings by a third
● Fabric refreshed within a month with
zero downtime

Business Challenge
Cisco IT manages a total of 40 fabrics consisting of 227 switches,
with more than 25,000 ports in both edge-core-edge and edge-core
topologies, using Cisco Data Center Network Management software.
Of these data centers, RTP1, RTP5, and RTP7 are one of the
largest. RTP1, which is located in Research Triangle Park, Raleigh,
North Carolina, has the unique distinction of being a multitiered
fabric running critical storage workloads as well as disaster recovery,
which consisted of a large number of soon to be end-of-life MDS
9500 series switches. RTP1 was chosen to pilot the MDS 9700
Series Director refresh program, soon to be extended to other sites
as well.
Even though bandwidth capacity expansion was a critical need, the
rising cost of real estate space and power were equally big
challenges. Hence, scale out was a costly option. Managing an
increased number of ports, Cisco Inter-Switch Links (ISLs) were also
going to overburden operations. A mix of old and new inventory
would increase the probability of failure even with new technology in
place. Scaling up by populating empty slots wasn’t a solution either,
because the soon to be end-of-life 8 Gb Fibre Channel modules on
the Cisco MDS 9513 Multilayer Director wouldn’t have given them
the desired three times bandwidth expansion and most of the
chassis had already been used. A solution that addressed all these
conundrums was needed, but at the same time, ensured that the

business needs of capacity expansion and cost savings were adequately addressed for at least the next 10 years.
It was also important to ensure business continuity while migrating to the new solution.

Network Solution
“There was an urgent need to add more server scale and add new storage with higher capacity. This was difficult
with the current 8 Gb Fibre Channel capacity that the MDS 9513 was supporting,” says Joe DeSanto, senior
member of Cisco IT. Instead Cisco IT needed to upgrade to 16 Gb Fibre Channel and also treble the ISL capacity
from 32 Gbps to 96 Gbps in the case of the core and two and one-half times from 36 Gbps to 80 Gbps in the case
of the edge switches, in the SAN fabric depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 1.

With the current 24-port 8 Gb Fibre Channel modules, there was no option of doing so because the maximum
capacity expansion possible was to 48-port 8 Gb Fibre Channel modules and that would, at best, have only
doubled capacity.
As shown in figure 2, by swapping the heavily populated MDS 9513 for the Cisco MDS 9710 Multilayer Director,
the bandwidth need was met with more headroom left to grow by another two times when required in the future.
Even for a fully populated MDS 9513 at the edge, a bandwidth need of 1.8 times could be achieved, surpassing the
original need of one and one-half.
Figure 2.
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Business Results
To accomodate the increased scale of servers and storage without incurring any increase in power and space
budgeted for the data center, consolidation was the only answer. “As per our estimates, an overall increase of
around 20 percent in the overall power budget, and a third of the rack space budget, would be required to
accomodate new growth. So, the refresh had to guarantee at least these savings to make the server and storage
scale out viable,” says DeSanto.
By consolidating the MDS 9513 by three to one to MDS 9710, while keeping the total bandwidth capacity intact, a
power saving of around 40 percent was achieved along with a third in rack space saving.
Cost of Ownership

Maximum Savings

Power

55%

Rack Space

33%

Capacity

200%

Management

30%

Investment

10+ years

Where only a two-to-one consolidation was possible of two fully loaded MDS 9513s, they could still achieve a
55 percent savings in power, adding another 45 percent bandwidth headroom for future growth while at the same
time saving rack space by half.
Even with a one-to-one swap, purely for bandwidth capacity expansion, Cisco IT still achieved power savings of
approximately 11 percent. All this was realized in a single change window for 18 switches in two fabrics that lasted
for 8 hours for each fabric for a total of only 16 hours. This was successfully carried out after careful planning and a
preimplementation phase that lasted only 4 weeks and started with staging the new MDS 9710 chassis and
drawing the new cable plan. Business continuity was unaffected during the 4 weeks leading up to the actual
switchover. Apart from backup, which was temporarily halted during the change window, all applications, such as
Windows and Linux servers, Clearcase versioned object bases (VOBs), and Microsoft Exchange, were up and
running, ensuring zero downtime.

“Our OpEx in management dropped by 30 percent because of fewer
devices to manage. Because of the density and bandwidth that the 9710
platform delivers, we were able to reduce our Fibre Channel switch
footprint from previous generation while still meeting the higher I/O
demands in our data centers.”
— Joe DeSanto, Senior Member of Technical Staff, Cisco IT

Next Steps
The success of this pilot refresh in RTP1 will be soon followed by a refresh of all the remaining MDS 9500 Series
Directors in RTP5 and RTP7 data centers to Cisco MDS 9700 Series Director. Eventually all the remaining global
data centers will also be covered within the next year.
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Technical Implementation
The capacity expansion with the Cisco MDS 9710 Director was achieved without any backplane oversubscription.
Also, in contrast with the MDS 9513, the available headroom on the new MDS 9710 can grow upto 1.5 Tbps per
slot with the introduction of 32 Gb Fibre Channel and 40 Gb Fibre

PRODUCT LIST
● MDS 9710 Multi-Layer SAN director switch
● MDS 9700 Series 48-Port 16-Gbps Fibre
channel Switching Module
● MDS 9250i Multi-service Fabric Switch

Channel over Ethernet cards , both expected during CY16. There’s
clearly a three times capacity increase possible in full-duplex
bandwidth driven through the backplane, which consists of
centralized switching that guarantees equal bandwidth distribution
among line card modules unlike the downside of local switching.

The RTP1 data center consisted of two SAN fabrics, each with nine MDS 9500 Series Director class switches in
edge-core-edge topology. The core switches were connected to RTP5 and RTP7 data centers through an IP SAN
extension. To provide SAN IP extension using the 9710, the SSN16 module on the MDS 9513 was replaced with a
9250i, which, with two IP storage (IPS) ports, provides a higher 20 Gbps of IP SAN extension bandwidth along with
the benefits of IPv6 and IP Security (IPSec) encryption.
The migration resulted in software upgrade from Cisco NX-OS 5.2(8a) to NX-OS 6.2(9a). The entire configuration
could be migrated to the new software version without any changes. There’s also a complete feature compatibility
between the two releases owing to the fact that NX-OS 6.2(9a) can be upgraded from NX-OS 5.2(8a)
nondisruptively through an in-service software upgrade. NX-OS 6.2(9a) has also been validated by Cisco as the
recommended software version for MDS 9700 Series Director switches.
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